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ABSTRACT 

Techniques for implementing the EM and simulated-annealing image 

reconstruction algorithms on a large-grain parallel computer for faster execution per 

iteration are developed for emission tomography applications. The speedups obtained by 

implementing the algorithms on up to 54 processors connected in a ring topology are 

found to be nearly linear. Reconstruction involves finding an estimate of the emission 

distribution that minimizes an energy function that contains a data-agreement term and a 

noise-control term. The EM algorithm minimizes the complete-incomplete form of the 

data-agreement term, which is easily partitioned for parallel computation. The 

simulated-annealing algorithm is a Monte Carlo method in which any form of data-

agreement and noise-control term can be minimized. In the reconstruction of a thyroid 

phantom, it is demonstrated that the complete-incomplete data-agreement term can be 

used to facilitate the parallel implementation of simulated annealing while still 

guaranteeing convergence. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Emission tomography (ET) is a technique for determining the spatial distribution 

of a radioactive pharmaceutical that has been introduced into the body and distributed 

under the body's metabolism. The concentration of a given pharmaceutical can give 

quantitative information about the function of various organs. Because the 

pharmaceutical has been tagged with a radioactive isotope, a photon emission distribution 

is formed. To measure this distribution, a discrete array of detectors is placed around the 

body. The geometry of the imaging system will depend on the type of ET involved. In 

positron emission tomography (PET), an emitted positron annihilates with a nearby 

electron, resulting in two gamma-ray photons traveling in opposite directions. The two 

photons are detected simultaneously by a pair of opposite elements in a ring of detectors. 

In single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), the emissions are single 

gamma-ray photons, and an aperture containing collimators or pinholes is placed in front 

of the detector to define the geometry. In both cases, the goal of ET is to reconstruct the 

photon emission distribution from the discrete set of measurements. 

Since computation and display are digital, both the photon emission distribution to 

be reconstructed and the imaging function that relates this distribution to a given digital 

measurement must be made discrete. These continuous functions can be expanded using 

a complete set of orthonormal basis functions. In practice, though, the set must be finite, 

so the actual discrete representation by the expansion coefficients will be an 

approximation. For example, if the basis functions are normalized pixels, the expansion 

coefficients for the emission distribution will be the finite set, fj (j=l,2,...,N), where the 
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jth element is the average of the emission distribution over pixel j, and if g; (i=l,2,...,M) 

represents the discrete set of observed data, the expansion coefficients for the imaging 

function will be the finite set, Hy (j=l,2,...,N), where the jth element is the contribution 

of the emissions in pixel j to a given measurement g:. Each g; can be written as 

N 

gi = JVJ + nj , (1.1) 

j=l 

where n; is the noise in measurement i. The corresponding matrix equation is 

g = Hf + n . (1.2) 

The discrete problem is to reconstruct the N x 1 emission vector f from the M x 1 data 

vector g assuming the M x N imaging matrix H is known. 

One way of finding f would be to multiply both sides of Eq. (1.2) by the inverse 

of H if the inverse exists. There are, however, two problems with this approach. First, 

the singular values of the H matrix may be quite small so that the noise term H_1n that 

results could become significant, even for small amounts of noise. Second, the data 

vector g is incomplete, which means M is less than N and the inverse of the H matrix 

does not exist. Because the data are noisy and incomplete, the inverse problem of 

finding f from g must be solved by estimating f rather than algebraically solving Eq. 

(1.2). 

One approach to statistically estimating f is the maximum-likelihood (ML) 

principle in which the maximum-likelihood estimate fML is the estimate of f that 

maximizes the value of the likelihood function p(g|f), where f is an estimate of f. The 
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likelihood function is a product of Poisson distributions due to the Poisson nature of the 

photon emissions. The mean of each g; is usually large enough that the Poisson 

distributions can be approximated by independent normal distributions, in which case it 

can be shown that the maximum-likelihood estimate is approximately equivalent to a 

weighted least-squares estimate. 

Both the maximum-likelihood and weighted least-squares principles encourage 

strict agreement with noisy data, so the reconstructions from either principle tend to be 

noisy. One way of controlling noise in the reconstruction is to incorporate prior 

knowledge that the emission distribution being reconstructed is relatively smooth. In the 

Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) principle, f is considered random, and prior 

knowledge about the smoothness of f is incorporated into a prior distribution function 

A  

p(f). The maximum a posteriori estimate f\iAP 18 ^ estimate of f that maximizes the 

value of the posterior function, 

P(f|g) = p(g|f)p(f)/p(g) , (1.3) 

or equivalently that maximizes the value of 

In p(?|g) = In p(g|f) + In p(?) - In p(g) . (1.4) 

A  

Note that the last term in Eq. (1.4), which is independent of f, can be dropped since the 

A  

maximization is with respect to the argument f. The problem then reduces to finding the 

estimate of f that minimizes the value of 

A ,  A A 
U(f) = -In p(g|f) - In p(f) , (1.5) 



where a minus sign has been included to recast the maximization as a minimization. The 

A , 

expression U(f) is sometimes referred to as the energy function, so the task is to find the 

A  

estimate of f that has the lowest energy. The first term -In p(g|f) can be considered the 

A  

data-agreement term and the second term -In p(f) the noise-control term. If it is 

assumed that there is no prior knowledge about f, the second term becomes constant, and 

the minimization of the energy is equivalent to the maximum-likelihood principle. This 

work focuses on two iterative algorithms, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm 

and the simulated-annealing algorithm, for finding the estimate of f that minimizes the 

energy. 

Shepp and Vardi (1982) described a method based on the EM algorithm 

(Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977) for finding the maximum-likelihood estimate, or 

equivalently the estimate that minimizes the value of the likelihood data-agreement term 

of the energy function in Eq. (1.5), for ET applications. The EM algorithm makes use of 

an underlying complete data set that cannot be measured directly but can be observed 

only indirectly through the incomplete data set g to reformulate the likelihood data-

agreement term, so that the value of the data-agreement term can be minimized 

A  

iteratively using current estimates of f^. This formulation will be referred to as the 

complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement term. Since the complete data is 

unknown, at each iteration of the algorithm the expectation step involves taking the 

A 

conditional expected value of the complete data, given the current estimate of fML and 

the observed incomplete data g. Then the maximization step finds a new estimate of 

A 

fML that maximizes the result of the expectation step, or equivalently a new estimate that 

minimizes the value of the complete-incomplete data-agreement term. It can be shown 

(Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977, Shepp and Vardi 1982, Wu 1983) that the sequence 

of estimates generated by minimizing the complete-incomplete data-agreement term at 
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each iteration of the EM algorithm always decreases the value of the likelihood data-

agreement term and will converge, since the term is convex, to the estimate that 

minimizes the value of the likelihood data-agreement term. 

The EM algorithm is somewhat limited in that a means of controlling noise in the 

reconstruction is not easily incorporated, although there have been many attempts. 

Because the reconstructions begin to degrade as the algorithm converges to the 

maximum-likelihood estimate, Veklerov and Llacer (1987) suggest there is an optimum 

stopping point before convergence. Other approaches add a noise-control term to the 

complete-incomplete data- agreement term and then attempt to solve explicitly for a new 

estimate that minimizes the value of the resulting energy function at each iteration of the 

algorithm. Levitan and Herman (1987) use a Gaussian prior, but must take the special 

case of an uncorrelated Gaussian prior to come up with an explicit expression for the 

new estimate. Liang and Hart (1987) experiment with uncorrelated Gaussian and Poisson 

priors and a correlated Gaussian prior, but make approximations to solve for the new 

estimate. In an alternative approach, Hebert and Leahy (1989) get around solving 

explicitly for the new estimate by using a generalized EM (GEM) algorithm (Dempster, 

Laird, and Rubin 1977). In a GEM algorithm, the value of the energy function that 

contains the complete-incomplete data-agreement term is decreased but not necessarily 

minimized at each iteration, which can be shown to be sufficient for iteratively 

minimizing the value of the energy function that contains the likelihood data-agreement 

term. Because the energy function that contains the complete-incomplete data-agreement 

term is decreased rather than minimized each iteration, it is no longer necessary to solve 

explicitly for the new estimate, thus allowing for more flexibility in the types of energy 

functions that can be minimized. The approach, though, is usually deterministic such as 

the gradient descent method used by Hebert and Leahy. 
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The simulated-annealing algorithm, on the other hand, is a Monte Carlo method 

for iteratively finding the estimate that minimizes the energy (Metropolis et al. 1953, 

Kirkpatrick et al. 1983, Smith et al. 1983). In contrast to deterministic algorithms such as 

the EM algorithm that monotonically minimize the energy and thus have the potential of 

getting trapped in local mimima, the simulated-annealing algorithm generates new 

estimates by stochastic relaxation which provides a way of escaping local minima. A new 

estimate is generated by randomly perturbing the current estimate, and the change in the 

energy due to the perturbation is calculated. If the energy is decreased, the perturbation 

is accepted. If the energy is increased, the perturbation is accepted randomly according 

to a Boltzmann probability density function, thereby giving the algorithm the means for 

escaping local minima. The Boltzmann decision probability contains a control parameter, 

usually referred to as the temperature, that is slowly reduced according to some annealing 

schedule as the algorithm proceeds. At high temperatures, most estimates will be 

accepted, while at low temperatures only estimates of low energy are accepted. If a low 

temperature is used from the start, it may take an extremely long time to converge to the 

global minimum, so the annealing schedule starts with a high temperature and gradually 

reduces it to zero where only perturbations that decrease the energy are accepted. 

The simulated-annealing algorithm is a general-purpose algorithm that has its 

greatest utility when the energy function contains local mimima. However, the algorithm 

can be applied equally well to situations where there is only a single global minimum, in 

which case, since there is no longer a need to escape local minima, the simulated-

annealing algorithm can be greatly simplified by setting the temperature to zero. When 

the temperature is zero, perturbations that increase the energy are accepted with zero 

probability, and there is no need for annealing, so the simulated-annealing algorithm 

reduces to a Monte Carlo search where random perturbations are accepted only when the 



energy is decreased. An advantage of the Monte Carlo search over deterministic 

algorithms such as the EM algorithm is that since a new estimate is generated randomly, 

any form of the data-agreement term and the noise-control term can be easily 

accomodated. One problem, though, in implementing either the simulated-annealing or 

Monte Carlo search algorithms is that there are several parameters that must be specified. 

Examples include parameters for a procedure for randomly perturbing the current 

estimate and, in the case of simulated annealing, parameters for an annealing schedule. 

Both the EM and simulated-annealing algorithms converge asymptotically, so a 

large number of iterations may be required. As a result, either algorithm can be 

computationally demanding, making it desirable to implement the algorithms on a parallel 

computer for faster execution. Both algorithms could be partitioned for parallel 

implementation in solution space such that each processor handles only a subset of the 

emission distribution. At each iteration of the algorithm, the processors could then 

simultaneously calculate their portion of the new estimate, thereby reducing the time 

required for execution of one iteration. 

While the EM algorithm may be limited in the types of energy functions it can 

minimize, it does have an advantage for parallel implementation. Recall that in the EM 

algorithm, the likelihood data-agreement term is reformulated into the complete-

incomplete data-agreement term so that new estimates can be calculated iteratively from 

current estimates. At each iteration, all processors must know the entire current estimate, 

but any given processor can calculate its portion of a new estimate without knowing the 

new pixel values calculated by the other processors. Thus, the complete-incomplete 

data-agreement term is local in terms of the new estimate and global in terms of the 

current estimate. As a result, the EM algorithm is easily partitioned for parallel 

calculation of new estimates. 
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The simulated-annealing algorithm, on the other hand, can accomodate any form 

of the energy function, but does have some problems when implemented in parallel. 

Suppose that the value of the weighted least-squares data-agreement term is to be 

mimimized in a parallel implementation of simulated annealing. Since this term is global 

in terms of the new estimate, each processor must know the entire new estimate, or 

equivalently the accepted perturbations from all of the other processors, in order to 

calculate accurately the change in energy due to a perturbation of a pixel value in its 

subset of the emission distribution. Thus, if the change in energy due to each local 

perturbation is to be calculated accurately, decisions to accept or reject perturbations, 

theoretically, cannot be made in parallel. One possible solution would be to let each 

processor use the current estimate of all the other pixel values instead of the new 

estimate when calculating the change in energy due to a local perturbation. The decision 

by each processor to accept or reject local perturbations would then be based on local 

approximations of the change in energy, but now accept or reject decisions could be 

made in parallel with the results periodically collected and distributed to all processors. 

Since the change in energy is approximated by each processor, the parallel 

implementation of the algorithm may, however, require more perturbations and thus 

more iterations than a serial implementation to converge, if it converges at all. The 

convergence of the parallel implementation will depend on such factors as the frequency 

with which the processors are updated and the size of the subsets of the emission 

distribution handled by each processor. The parallel implementation of the simulated-

annealing algorithm for minimizing the value of the weighted least-squares data-

agreement term along with various noise-control terms is currently being investigated by 

Seacat (1990). 

An alternative approach for implementing the simulated-annealing algorithm in 



parallel would be to use the complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement term that 

is used in the EM algorithm instead of the weighted least-squares form. As discussed 

above, the complete-incomplete data-agreement term is local in terms of the new 

estimate and global in terms of the current estimate, so in a parallel implementation each 

processor could locally calculate the change in energy due to a local perturbation. Recall, 

however, that the complete-incomplete data-agreement term is formulated by taking the 

conditional expected value of the complete data, given the current estimate and the 

incomplete data g. The expected value conditioned on the current estimate is an 

approximation of the expected value conditioned on the new estimate. This 

approximation was made so that at each iteration a new estimate could be calculated 

from the current estimate. In short, use of either the complete-incomplete or weighted 

least-squares forms of the data-agreement term in a parallel implementation of simulated 

annealing requires at some point in each iteration that the new estimate be approximated 

by the current estimate. However, even with this approximation, it can be shown 

(Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977, Shepp and Vardi 1982, Wu 1983) that the new 

estimates generated by decreasing the value of the complete-incomplete data-agreement 

term will always decrease the value of the likelihood data-agreement term, and that the 

sequence of estimates will converge to the estimate that minimizes the value of the 

likelihood data-agreement term. 

In addition to determining what kind of speedups are possible by implementing the 

EM and simulated-annealing algorithms in parallel, this work compares parallel 

implementations of the EM and simulated-annealing algorithms for iteratively reducing 

the value of the complete-incomplete data-agreement term, to determine the feasibility 

of using the complete-incomplete data-agreement term to facilitate the parallel 

implementation of the general-purpose simulated-annealing algorithm. Since only the 
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data-agreement term is minimized in this study, there are no local minima in the energy 

function, so the simulated-annealing algorithm is reduced to a Monte Carlo search. The 

EM algorithm and the complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement term are derived 

in Chapter 2 for ET applications. Chapter 3 describes the actual implementation on a 

parallel computer of the EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms for reconstructing a 

thyroid phantom, discusses the speedups per iteration that result from the parallel 

execution, and compares the convergence properties of the parallel implementations of 

the two algorithms. Chapter 4 concludes with a discussion of the results and future 

extensions to this work. 
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THE EM ALGORITHM 

The EM algorithm is an iterative approach for generating a maximum-likelihood 

estimate of a set of parameters from incomplete observations (Dempster, Laird, and 

Rubin 1977). At each iteration, the information at hand, namely the observed 

incomplete data and the current estimate, is used to calculate a new estimate that 

increases the likelihood. The new estimate then becomes the current estimate for the 

next iteration. Since the function to be maximized is concave, the algorithm produces a 

sequence of estimates that converge to the maximum-likelihood estimate (Dempster, 

Laird, and Rubin 1977, Shepp and Vardi 1982, Wu 1983). This chapter derives the EM 

algorithm and the complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement term in the context 

of ET where the set of parameters to be estimated is the discrete vector f representing 

the emission distribution. 

Mathematical Model of ET 

Shepp and Vardi (1982) developed a mathematical model of ET for application of 

the EM algorithm in which each fj represents the mean number of emissions from pixel 

j, each Hjj represents the probability that an emission from pixel j is counted by detector 

i, and each g; is the number of emissions counted by detector i. They showed that, 

without loss of generality, only detected emissions need to be considered, so the imaging 

matrix can be made into the probability matrix by normalizing so that 



X V 1 -
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(2.1) 

Recall that the discrete set of measurements in the data vector g is an incomplete data 

set, implying that there is a complete data set that can't be measured directly. The 

unobservable complete data set can be defined in ET as the set, cV} 

(i=l,2,...,M;j=l,2,...,N), where each element cy is the number of emissions counted by 

detector i that came from pixel j. There is a many-to-one mapping from the complete 

data space to the incomplete data space. For ET applications this many-to-one mapping 

is given by 

j=l . 

The photon emissions are a Poisson process, so the conditional probability of each cy 

given f is 

where the mean of each Cy is 

N 
(2.2) 

(2.4) 

The Poisson variables Cy are statistically independent, so the conditional probability of 

the data vector c given f is the product, 
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i=l j=l 

Since each g: is a sum of Poisson random variables, it is also Poisson distributed but with 

mean, 

N 

ei = ^3 f, . (2.6) 

j=l 

The conditional probability of the data vector g given f is the product, 

"T ((?• )8' e"8' 
p (g i f>=  T^ i— 

i=l 

(2.7) 

which is the likelihood function to be maximized. 

Derivation of the EM Algorithm for ET 

The only vectors that are known at any given iteration of the EM algorithm are the 

current estimate of and the incomplete data g, so the expression for calculating the 

new estimate must have the form 

fn+1 = I(g,f) , (2.8) 

where f"+1 is the new estimate of f^, f" is the current estimate, and I(g,fn) is the 

An 
iteration rule. This section first derives the iteration rule I(g,f ) used in the EM 
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algorithm and then shows how estimates generated using this rule always increase the 

likelihood. 

A  

The goal of the EM algorithm is to find the estimate f that maximizes the 

probability of the observed incomplete data g given f. Consider for a moment 

A  

maximizing instead the probability of the complete data c given f, or equivalently 

maximizing 

M N 

In p(c|?) = XJtCij In fj + Cij In H;j - Hyf j - In cu!]. (2.9) 

i=l j=l 

Since the set Cy (i = 1, 2, ... , M; j = 1, 2, ... , N) is not known, the conditional expected 

A  A  

value of Eq. (2.9), given g and f, might be maximized instead. But f is the vector to be 

A  ,  

determined so an expected value conditioned on f is also not known. However, in an 

A  

iterative approach, the conditional expected value of Eq. (2.9), given g and f, might be 

approximated by the conditional expected value, 

Q(?|P) = Ec{lnp(c|?)|g,fn}, (2.10) 

since at any given iteration f" is known. Ec{ } refers to the conditional expected value 

with respect to c. The function to be maximized at each iteration of the algorithm can 

then be written as 

M N 
A ATI \ 1V"An A A 

Q'(f|f ) = ^^Ejcylgj } In fj - Hyfj , 

i=l j=l 

(2.11) 
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where Q'(f|f") is used instead of Q(f|fn) since the second and fourth terms in the 

brackets in Eq. (2.9), which are independent of ?, have been dropped. It remains now to 

An 
find an expression for Ec{cjj|g,f }. As shown by the many-to-one mapping in Eq. (2.2), 

for a given i, the set Cy (j = 1, 2,... ,N) contributes to only g;, so 

All All 

p(cil,...,ciN|g,f ) = p(cil,...,ciN|gi,f ), (2.12) 

and 

Ec{Cij|g,f } = Ec{Cij|gi,f ). (2.13) 

The probability on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) can be rewritten using Bayes' rule as 

p(Cii,...,ciN|gi,fn) = p(gi|cil,...,ciN,?n)p(cil,...,ciN|fn)/p(gi|fn) , (2.14) 

where the conditional probability p(g[|ci:1,...,ciN,f ) is equal to one due to the many-to-

one mapping from the complete data space to the incomplete data space. The 

denominator of Eq. (2.14) is just the ith factor in the likelihood function p(g|f). The 

An An 
conditional probability p(cil,...,ciN|f ) is the product over all j of p(cjj|f ) given in Eq. 

(2.3) and can be rearranged as 

p(cil,...,ciN|f ) = exp 
N 

•1} 
j=l 

H i j f j  
(HuH)* 

cil' 

(HiNfn
N)c'N 

ciN • 
(2.15) 

so that the conditional probability in Eq. (2.14) can be written as the multinomial 
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distribution, 

p(c» 0™l8"fn) - [ctt! 8!l cMi] 
• Cil ' * 

Hi!?" Hi N f N  

N 
• • • 

N 

M
 

J5 9
 

O1 J J=1 

ciN 

. (2.16) 

The expected value of a multinomial variable is equal to the probability of its outcome 

times the total number of trials. In this case, g; is the total number of trials, and the 

expected value of each multinomial variable Cy is 

/\n 
Ee{cu|g|,f } = gj Mi 

N 

Z> 
k=l 

1 k 

(2.17) 

The expression for Q'(f|f ) in Eq. (2.11) can now be rewritten by using Eqs. (2.13), 

(2.17), and (2.1) as 

N 

Q ' (? i f )=  

j=i 

M 
n V" SiHii 
j / • N 

1=1 V Hue 
k=l 

fn 1 k 

A  A  

in f j - f j  (2.18) 

•in+l 
An explicit equation for a new estimate f j that maximizes the value of Q(f|f ) with 

respect to a given f j can be found by taking the partial derivative of Eq. (2.18) with 

A  A  

respect to fj, setting it equal to zero, solving for fj, and setting the result equal to the 
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An+l 
new estimate f j , so that 

P*1 = fJ 2_] N 
8iHii • (2-19) 

i=1 

k=l 

It will be shown below that the extremum is indeed a maximum. The iteration rule in 

An 
Eq. (2.19) for all j is the iteration rule I(g,f ) used in the EM algorithm. 

It can be shown as follows that the sequence of estimates generated by the EM 

algorithm always increases the likelihood. The likelihood function p(g|f) can be 

rewritten in terms of both the complete and incomplete data vectors using Bayes' rule as 

P(g|?) = p(g|c,f)p(c|f)/p(c|g,f) . (2.20) 

A 

Note that the conditional probability p(g|c,f) is equal to one due to the many-to-one 

mapping from the complete data space to the incomplete data space. Maximization of the 

likelihood is equivalent to maximization of the natural logarithm of the likelihood, 

In p(g|f) = In p(c|?) - In p(c|g,f) . (2.21) 

AJ1 

If the conditional expected value, given a current estimate f and a fixed data vector g, 

is taken on both sides of Eq. (2.21), the left-hand side reduces to the natural logarithm of 

the likelihood function since 
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Ec{ln P(g|f)|g,?"} = f In p(g|f) p(c|g,fn) dc 
Jc 

= In P(g|f), (2.22) 

where the integration is over the entire complete data space C. Note that since the 

expected value is conditioned on g, the factor In p(g|f) in the integrand of Eq. (2.22) is a 

constant in the integration. The right-hand side of Eq. (2.21) becomes 

Qt f l f )  -  H#")  ,  (2 .23)  

A AJl 

where Q(f|f ) is given in Eq. (2.10) and 

H(f|f) = Ec{ln p(c|g,f)|g,fn} . (2.24) 

Thus, the likelihood function to be maximized can be written as 

In P(g|?) = Q#") - H(f|f) . (2.25) 

A AJl 

The difference between the values of H(f|f ) from one iteration to the next, 

H(f|f) - H(fn+1|f") = Ec{ln [p(c|g,f)/p(c|g,r1)] | g , f n )  ,  (2 .26)  

is a form of the Kullback-Leibler information number (Bickei and Doksum 1977), 

which, as shown in appendix A, is greater than or equal to zero , so that 



-H(?n+1|?n) > -H(fn|f") 
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(2.27) 

for all n. Since the second term in Eq. (2.25) always increases from iteration to iteration, 

all that is necessary to ensure that the likelihood increases at each iteration is to ensure 

that the value of Q(f|f") increases at each iteration. Because In p(g|f) is concave (Shepp 

and Vardi 1982), the new estimate generated by the EM algorithm in Eq. (2.19), derived 

by setting the partial derivatives of Q(?|?n) to zero, does indeed maximize the value of 

Q(f|f") at each iteration, thereby ensuring that the value of Q(f|fn) increases at each 

iteration. Thus, the EM algorithm generates a sequence of estimates that always increases 

the likelihood. 

The Complete-Incomplete Data-Agreement Term 

The complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement term is defined as 

N 

X  
j=l 

"V  gjHj j  
j Z_. N_ 

Z>* ft 
k=l 

A A 

In f j - f j  ,  (2.28) 

which is just the negative of the expression for Q'(f|f ) given in Eq. (2.18). The minus 

sign has been included to change the maximization to a minimization. As shown above, 

the likelihood can be maximized iteratively, or equivalently the value of the likelihood 

data-agreement term can be minimized iteratively, by minimizing the value of the 

complete-incomplete data-agreement term at each iteration of the EM algorithm. 

However, all that is necessary to ensure that the value of the likelihood data-agreement 

term is decreased at each iteration is to ensure that the value of the complete-incomplete 
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data-agreement is decreased, not necessarily minimized, at each iteration, so a Monte 

Carlo search might be used instead of the EM algorithm. Recall that an advantage of 

using the Monte Carlo search over the EM algorithm is that any form of the noise-

control term is easily incorporated in the Monte Carlo search. Note that the 

approximation of f by in the denominator of Eq. (2.28) makes the complete-

incomplete data-agreement term local in terms of the new estimate, i.e. a change in a 

given fj affects only the jth term, so changes in the energy due to local perturbations 

could easily be calculated in parallel. And as discussed earlier, despite the approximation 

of f by f", the sequence of estimates generated by reducing the value of the complete-

incomplete data-agreement term at each iteration does converge to the estimate that 

minimizes the likelihood data-agreement term (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977, Shepp 

and Vardi 1982, Wu 1983). Thus, use of the complete-incomplete data-agreement term 

could indeed make it easier to implement the Monte Carlo search or simulated-annealing 

algorithms in parallel while still guaranteeing convergence. 
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE THYROID PHANTOM 

Reconstruction of the thyroid phantom illustrated in Fig. 3.1 was selected for 

comparing the parallel implementations of the EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms for 

iteratively reducing the value of the complete-incomplete data-agreement term. The 

reconstructions were computed on TRIMM (TRansputer Implemented Monte Carlo 

Methods), a parallel computer specially designed for Monte Carlo applications 

(Shoemaker et al. 1989). This chapter describes the thyroid phantom, the imaging system 

used to measure the emissions from the phantom, and the hardware and software aspects 

of reconstructing the phantom in serial and in parallel, followed by a discussion of the 

reconstruction results. 

The Thyroid Phantom 

A two-dimensional phantom is constructed by placing a sheet of plexiglass that has 

a cutout of the desired shape between two additional sheets of plexiglass. The 

compartment formed by the cutout is filled with radioactive fluid, which forms an 

emission distribution where the depth of the cutout in a given region determines the level 

of activity in that region. Since the depth of the cutout is small compared to the size of 

the radioactive regions, the emission distribution can be considered two-dimensional. 

Cold spots, or areas of no activity, are created by placing solid cylinders of plexiglass in 

the cutout. 

The thyroid phantom used in this study has an active area of about 7cm x 6cm 

with three levels of activity as shown in Fig. 3.1. The highest level of activity is in the 
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Fig. 3.1 The thyroid phantom. The active area is about 7cm x 6cm with three levels of 
activity in the ratio 0 : 0.5 : 1. The diameters of the three cold spots are 6mm, 
9mm, and 12mm. 



right lobe and in the bright circular area in the left lobe. The left lobe has fifty percent 

of the highest level of activity. There are three cold spots of diameters, 6mm, 9mm, and 

12mm, with the smallest being located in the lobe with the highest level of activity, thus 

providing sufficient detail to test the algorithms. 

The Imaging System 

The imaging system for measuring the photon emissions from the thyroid phantom 

consists of a linear array of 256 detector elements on one side of a two-dimensional 

square object space. This object space is symmetrical, so views of the other three sides 

can be emulated by rotating the object space by ninety degrees three times. Thus, the 

imaging system actually contains a total of 1024 detector elements, with 256 elements on 

each side of the object space. The object space is divided into 3025 pixels, 55 pixels in 

each dimension, so the imaging matrix has dimensions 1024 x 3025. The imaging matrix 

is measured by scanning a point source across the object space, and for each pixel 

location visited, the number of emissions from the point source that are counted by each 

detector element is recorded. The probability matrix can then be obtained by 

normalizing the imaging matrix such that Eq. (2.1) holds for each j. The data vector g 

for the thyroid phantom is generated by placing the thyroid phantom in the object space 

and recording the number of emissons counted by each detector element. 

The TRIMM Parallel Processor 

The TRIMM parallel processor used to reconstruct the thyroid phantom from the 

data vector g is a transputer-based parallel computer (Shoemaker et al. 1989). Each 

processor is an Inmos T800 transputer, which is a 32-bit microprocessor equipped with 

an on-chip hardware floating-point unit and four high-speed serial links for 



interprocessor communications. The current design is for 60 transputer modules, each 

consisting of a T800 transputer and one Mbyte of memory, each having various modes of 

communication with other transputers and with the 68020 host, and each having high

speed access to a hardware random number generator. The TRIMM parallel processor, 

though, was in developmental stages when the work in this thesis was carried out. The 

prototype configuration used in this work consisted of 60 transputer modules arranged in 

a mesh-connected array as shown in Fig. 3.2. The host was an IBM AT compatible with 

an Inmos B004 transputer card, which contained one T800 transputer and two Mbytes of 

memory. Communication between the host and the transputer ring could only be done 

via the transputer on the B004 transputer card, which will be referred to as the root 

transputer. The EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms were implemented on a ring 

topology in which only the serial links around the perimeter of the array were used to 

simplify the communications. The hardware random number generator was not yet 

operational in the prototype, so pseudo-random numbers for perturbing pixels in the 

Monte Carlo search had to be generated in software. 

Both the prototype and final design configurations of the TRIMM parallel 

processor can be classified as large-grain, multiple-instruction, multiple-data-stream 

(MIMD) parallel architectures. A large-grain parallel computer has a relatively small 

number of processors, each capable of executing its own independent program. On the 

other hand, a fine-grain, single-instruction, multiple-data-stream (SIMD) machine 

contains thousands of processors that all run the same limited set of instructions. Both 

the EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms are easily partitioned in the solution space, 

meaning that each processor calculates the new estimate of only the pixels in its subset of 

the solution space. Since calculation of a subset of new pixel values requires a relatively 

large number of intructions, both the EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms are well 
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Fig. 3.2 TRIMM prototype configuration. Up to 60 transputer modules, each equipped 
with one T800 transputer and one Mbyte of memory, were used in a ring topol
ogy as shown. Communication between the transputer ring and the IBM AT 
compatible host was done via a T800 transputer located on the Inmos B004 trans
puter card. 
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Serial and Parallel Implementations 

In order to measure the gain in speed obtained by implementing the EM and 

Monte Carlo search algorithms in parallel, software was developed for running each 

algorithm on the VAX 8600, on one transputer, and on up to 54 transputers in parallel. 

The solution space was divided such that all transputers work on the same number of 

pixels except for one transputer, which gets the extra pixel since for the 55 x 55 object 

space there is an odd number of pixels. Note that implementation on 60 transputers is 

not possible with this division scheme, so not all of the 60 available transputers were 

used. The programs for the serial implementations of both algorithms, which are given 

in appendix B, and the programs for the parallel implementations of both algorithms, 

which are given in appendix C, all proceed as follows. The program loads the data 

AO 
vector g, the initial estimate f , which is a uniform gray level, and the imaging matrix H 

a0  
into the computer memory, then calculates the initial value (Hf ); for all i. Note that 

calculation of the complete-incomplete data-agreement term in Eq. (2.28) requires the 

An 
sum (Hf ); for all i at each iteration. After the data are loaded and initialized, the 

program performs a specified number of iterations and periodically calculates the natural 

logarithm of the likelihood based on the most recent estimate so that the progress of the 

algorithm can be monitored. An iteration includes the calculation of f"+1 for all j and 

(Hfn+1)i for all i. 

In the serial implementations of both algorithms, one processor performs all tasks. 

In the parallel implementations of both algorithms, the root transputer loads the data 

AO 
vector g, the initial estimate f , and the imaging matrix H into the transputer ring, then 

waits while the ring transputers perform the specified number of iterations, before 



collecting the results for calculation of the natural logarithm of the likelihood. As shown 

. . .  aO 
in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4, each ring transputer receives a subset of the initial estimate f , the 

corresponding subset of the imaging matrix H, and the entire data vector g. The ring 

aO 
calculates each (Hf );, then performs the iterations as follows. In a given iteration n, 

each transputer calculates its subset of the new estimate f™+1, then calculates the partial 

sum over its subset of j of each (Hf"+1);. The transputers then sequentially add their 

partial sums to the running totals being sent around the ring to obtain the total (Hf"+1); 

for each i. The totals are subsequently sent around the ring so that each transputer is 

ready for the next iteration. 

The programs for the two algorithms differ only in the calculation of the new 

ari+l , . , . £n+l 
estimate f . In the EM algorithm, each ring transputer computes the new estimate f } 

for each j in its subset by using Eq. (2.19). In the Monte Carlo search, each ring 

transputer makes a trial perturbation to each pixel in its subset, one at a time, as follows. 

A uniform random number between zero and one is generated. If the value of the 

random number is greater than one half, a unit of brightness, referred to as a grain, is 

added to the pixel value, otherwise the grain is subtracted. If the pixel value is made 

negative by subtracting a grain, the perturbation is rejected. If the perturbation makes 

the pixel value greater than or equal to zero, the change in the jth term of the complete-

incomplete data-agreement term is then calculated in order to determine whether or not 

the perturbation results in a decrease in the value of the complete-incomplete data-

agreement term. If so, the trial perturbation is accepted and the estimate is updated 

accordingly. Note that as the sequence of estimates converges to the estimate that 

minimizes the value of the likelihood data-agreement term, the grain size must be made 

increasingly smaller to avoid jumping over the global minimum. In this work, the grain 

size was reduced by monitoring the number of perturbations accepted at each iteration. 
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• f j for all j in transputer subset 

• Hjj for all j in transputer subset and all i 

• gi for all i 

• (Hfn)i for all i 

At each iteration of the algorithm 

1. Each transputer calculates ?"+1for all j in its subset. 

2. Each transputer calculates the M partial sums f"+1 

where each sum is over all j in its subset. J 

3. Transputers sequentially add partial sums to the running 

totals 

each i 

e final 

to each transputer. 

totals being sent around the ring to obtain (Hfn+1); for 

4. The final total (Hfn+1)j for each i is sent around the ring 

Fig. 3.3 Parallel implementation of the EM algorithm. Each transputer can independently 
compute its subset of the new estimate, so communication between transputers is 
required only at the end of each pass through the object. 
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the perturbation if the jth term is decreased. 

2. Each transputer repeats step 1 for all j in its subset. 

ZAIl+l Hjjf  j  

where each sum is over all j in its subset. J 

4. Transputers sequentially add partial sums to the running 
AJl+1 

totals being sent around the ring to obtain (Hf ); for 

each i. 

e final 

to each transputer. 

5. The final total (Hfn+1)j for each i is sent around the ring 

Fig. 3.4 Parallel implementation of the Monte Carlo search. Each transputer can 
independently compute its subset of the new estimate, so communication between 
transputers is required only at the end of each pass through the object. 
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If the number of acceptances dropped below a certain value, the grain size was reduced 

by a specified amount. The parameters for this perturbation scheme, those being the 

initial grain size, the minimum number of perturbations accepted before the grain size 

was reduced, and the amount by which the grain size was reduced, were determined by 

trial and error. 

Reconstruction Results 

The speedups obtained by implementing both the EM and Monte Carlo search 

algorithms on up to 54 transputers in a ring topology when reconstructing the thyroid 

phantom are shown in Fig. 3.5. The speedups for the two algorithms are about the same, 

which might be expected since a comparison of Eq. (2.19), which is computed at each 

iteration of the EM algorithm, and Eq. (2.28), which is computed at each iteration of the 

Monte Carlo search, shows that the two algorithms perform essentially the same 

calculation. As illustrated by the graph in Fig. 3.5, the speedups for both algorithms are 

nearly linear up to about 24 transputers and then begin to fall off slightly as the number 

of transputers increases. These reduced speedups are due to the fact that, in the parallel 

An+1 
implementations, the ring transputers sit idle a portion of time while each sum (Hf ); 

is computed and sent around the ring, while in a serai implementation, the single 

processor is always computing. As the number of transputers increases, it takes longer to 

add and send each sum (H?n+1); around the ring, so transputers sit idle for longer 

periods of time, thereby resulting in a fall off in the speedups. The bottlenecks created 

by the serial calculation of each (Hfn+1); and communication of the results around the 

ring suggest that the ring topology is not the most efficient topology for implementing 

the algorithms on more than 24 transputers. 

Even though the speedups begin to slow down with increasing numbers of ring 
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Fig. 3.5 Speedups per iteration obtained in going from one transputer to parallel trans
puters. The data points show the actual speedups obtained when the EM and 
Monte Carlo search algorithms are implemented in parallel on a ring topology for 
reconstructing the thyroid phantom. The solid line is when the speedups equal 
the number of transputers. 
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transputers, the performance of the algorithms on the ring is still much better than on the 

VAX 8600. Computation on one transputer is approximately 14% faster than on the 

VAX 8600, so the speedups are greater when going from the VAX 8600 to parallel 

transputers than from one transputer to parallel transputers. It takes about 33.S seconds 

to execute one iteration of the EM algorithm on the VAX 8600, while it takes only 0.717 

seconds on 54 ring transputers. Thus, execution of one iteration of the algorithm on 54 

ring transputers is almost 50 times faster than on the VAX 8600. 

In addition to the execution time per iteration, the overall speed of the algorithms 

will also depend on the rate of convergence. The rate of convergence of the Monte Carlo 

search is affected by the selection of two of the parameters in the perturbation scheme 

described above. Fig. 3.6 shows the effect of varying the minimum number of 

perturbations accepted before the grain size is reduced, and Fig. 3.7 shows the effect of 

varying the amount by which the grain size is reduced each time the number of 

acceptances drops below the minimum. Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 show the images that result 

from varying these two parameters. If the grain size is reduced too early or by too 

much, the convergence is relatively slow as indicated by the case when the minimum 

number of acceptances is 20% of the total number of pixels and the case when the grain 

size is reduced by 90%. When the grain size is decreased very quickly, large uniform 

areas are built up fairly early, but details such as the smallest cold spot in the right lobe 

do not develop after 500 iterations. If the grain size is reduced more slowly, as in the 

case when the minimum number of acceptances is 10% of the total number of pixels and 

the grain size is reduced by 50%, the cold spots develop earlier in the reconstruction, and 

thus there is better agreement with the data and the rate of convergence improves. If the 

grain size is reduced too slowly, though, as is the case when the minimum number of 

acceptances is 1% of the total number of pixels, the algorithm takes longer to develop 
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3.6 Effect on the rate of convergence of the Monte Carlo search of varying the 
minimum number of perturbations accepted before the grain size is reduced. 
The minimum number of acceptances is given as a percentage of the total 
number of pixels. The natural logarithm of the likelihood (offset by an amount 
proportional to the sum of In g;! over i) is plotted as a function of the number of 
iterations completed. 
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3.7 Effect on the rate of convergence of the Monte Carlo search of varying the 
amount by which the grain size is reduced. The natural logarithm of the likeli
hood (offset by an amount proportional to the sum of In g;! over i) is plotted as a 
function of the number of iterations completed. 
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Fig. 3.8 Effect on the reconstructions from the Monte Carlo search of varying the mini
mum number of perturbations accepted before the grain size is reduced, (a) 
minimum number of acceptances is 20% of the total number of pixels; (b) mini
mum number of acceptances is 10%; (c) minimum number of acceptances is 1%. 
In each case the reconstructions after 20, 100, and 500 iterations are shown. 
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Fig. 3.9 Effect on the reconstructions from the Monte Carlo search of varying the 
amount by which the grain size is reduced, (a) grain size is reduced by 90%; (b) 
grain size is reduced by 50%; (c) grain size is reduced by 10%. In each case the 
reconstructions after 20, 100, and 500 iterations are shown. 
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large uniform areas and the image tends to be very noisy. In short, the rate of 

convergence of the Monte Carlo estimates appears to be very dependent on the selection 

of parameters for reducing the grain size. 

The rate of convergence of the Monte Carlo search also depends to some extent on 

the value of the uniform gray level in the initial estimate. As illustrated in Figs. 3.10 and 

3.11, when the initial gray level is only 0.025% of the maximum pixel value in the 

reconstructed thyroid phantom, the thyroid evolves very slowly, resulting in very slow 

convergence. As the initial gray level is increased to 25%, the convergence rate improves 

and the images become smoother. It appears that some starting points for the parallel 

implementation of the Monte Carlo search are more efficient than others. 

The perturbation parameters and initial gray level that give the best results in the 

Monte Carlo search are used for comparing the convergence properties of the parallel 

implementations of the EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms. The perturbation 

parameters for the Monte Carlo search are as follows. The initial grain size is 12.5% of 

the maximum pixel value in the reconstructed thyroid phantom. The minimum number 

of perturbations accepted before the grain size is reduced by 50% is 10% of the total 

number of pixels. For both algorithms the initial gray level is 25% of the maximum 

pixel value in the reconstructed thyroid phantom. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the sequence of 

estimates obtained from the EM algorithm converges much faster than those obtained 

from the Monte Carlo search. Faster convergence by the EM algorithm could be due to 

the fact that the EM algorithm minimizes the value of the complete-incomplete data-

agreement term at each iteration, while the Monte Carlo search ensures only that it is 

decreased at each iteration. Minimization of the complete-incomplete data-agreement 

term by the EM algorithm at each iteration may result in larger decreases in the value of 

the likelihood data-agreement term at each iteration and thus faster convergence. Fig. 
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Fig. 3.10 Effect on the rate of convergence of the Monte Carlo search of varying the 
value of the uniform gray level in the initial estimate. The initial gray level is 
given as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in the reconstructed thyroid 
phantom. The natural logarithm of the likelihood (offset by an amount propor
tional to the sum of In gj! over i) is plotted as a function of the number of itera
tions completed. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3.11 Effect on the reconstructions from the Monte Carlo search of varying the value 
of the uniform gray level in the initial estimate, (a) initial gray level is 0.025% of 
the maximum pixel value in the reconstructed thyroid phantom; (b) initial gray 
level is 12.5%; (c) initial gray level is 25%. In each case the reconstructions after 
20, 100, and 500 iterations are shown. 
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Fig. 3.12 A comparison of the convergence of the EM and Monte Carlo search algo
rithms. The natural logarithm of the likelihood (offset by an amount propor
tional to the sum of In gj! over i) is plotted as a function of the number of itera
tions completed. 
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3.13 compares images of approximately equal likelihood from the two algorithms at 

various points in the reconstruction. After 100 iterations of the EM algorithm and 400 

iterations of the Monte Carlo search, the images from the two algorithms have 

approximately the same amount of detail and thus approximately the same likelihood, but 

the EM image is much smoother. As both algorithms continue, though, the EM images 

begin to degrade, as is typical of images generated by the EM algorithm, so that after 

300 iterations of the EM algorithm and 1800 iterations of the Monte Carlo search, the 

images from both algorithms are noisy. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 3.14, after about 

100 iterations of the EM algorithm, the shape of the lobes begins to deteriorate and the 

artifacts become more pronounced. In the Monte Carlo images, on the other hand, the 

shape of the lobes is retained as the details develop. In short, even though the Monte 

Carlo search does not converge as quickly as the EM algorithm, the Monte Carlo images 

continue to develop as the algorithm proceeds, while the images from the EM algorithm 

begin to deteriorate very quickly after a certain point. 
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Fig. 3.13 A comparison of reconstructions of approximately equal likelihood from the 
EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms, (a) reconstructions from the EM algo
rithm; (b) reconstructions from the Monte Carlo search. The natural logarithm of 
the likelihood of the reconstructions from the two algorithms is approximately 
equal after 30 iterations of the EM algorithm and 100 iterations of the Monte 
Carlo search, shown in the first column, after 100 iterations of the EM algorithm 
and 400 iterations of the Monte Carlo search, shown in the second column, and 
after 300 iterations of the EM algorithm and 1800 iterations of the Monte Carlo 
search, shown in the third column. 



Fig. 3.14 Reconstructions from the EM algorithm. The reconstructions after 100, 300, 
and 500 iterations are shown. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

One of the goals in this study was to make the EM and simulated-annealing 

algorithms for image reconstruction in ET more efficient by implementing them in 

parallel. Both algorithms are iterative algorithms that converge asymptotically, so faster 

computation per iteration is highly desirable. It was found that parallel implementation 

on a large-grain parallel computer such as TRIMM significantly reduced the time 

required by each algorithm to execute one iteration. Reconstruction of the thyroid 

phantom on up to 54 parallel transputers connected in a ring topology was almost 50 

times faster than on the VAX 8600. The speedups attained so far fully demonstrate the 

benefits of developing techniques for implementing the algorithms in parallel. 

Another goal in this work was to determine the feasibility of using the complete-

incomplete form of the data-agreement term to localize the calculation of the energy in a 

parallel implementation of simulated annealing. Incorporation of this form of the data-

agreement term into the energy function of simulated annealing was presented as an 

alternative to using the weighted least-squares form of the data-agreement term. In 

order to compute either form of the data-agreement term in parallel, an approximation 

of the new estimate by the current estimate must be made at each iteration of the 

algorithm. When the complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement term is used, 

however, it can be shown (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977, Shepp and Vardi 1982, Wu 

1983) that the algorithm converges to the estimate that minimizes the value of the 

likelihood data-agreement term. Since the focus was on minimization of the data-

agreement term only, actual implementation of the simulated-annealing algorithm in this 
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study was reduced to a Monte Carlo search. As was demonstrated in the reconstruction 

of the thyroid phantom, though, both the EM and Monte Carlo search algorithms 

produce noisy images when only the data-agreement term is minimized. Thus, it would 

be desirable to find a method for implementing the Monte Carlo search and simulated-

annealing algorithms in parallel, since it is easier to incorporate a noise-control term in 

these algorithms than in the EM algorithm. A comparison of the parallel 

implementations of the EM and the Monte Carlo search algorithms for reconstructing the 

thyroid phantom by iteratively reducing the value of the complete-incomplete data-

agreement term showed that the EM algorithm converged much faster than the Monte 

Carlo search. But, in contrast to the images produced by the EM algorithm, which began 

to degrade after a certain point in the reconstruction, the images from the Monte Carlo 

search continued to develop. Thus, the complete-incomplete form of the data-agreement 

term appears to be a feasible option for facilitating the parallel implementation of the 

Monte Carlo search and simulated-annealing algorithms. 

Another comparison that may further demonstrate the utility of using the complete-

incomplete data-agreement term in a parallel implementation of the Monte Carlo search 

and simulated-annealing algorithms would be a comparison of two parallel 

implementations of the Monte Carlo search, one using the complete-incomplete form of 

the data-agreement term and the other using the weighted least-squares form. Before 

such a comparison can be made, however, ways of implementing the Monte Carlo search 

in parallel using the weighted least-squares data-agreement term must be investigated 

more thoroughly, as is currently being done by Seacat (1990). 

The scope of this study was to examine ways of minimizing the data-agreement 

term in parallel, but as discussed above, when only the data-agreement term of the 

energy function was minimized, the reconstructions of the emission distribution tended to 



be noisy. Another extension to this work may be to find methods of controlling noise in 

parallel ET reconstruction. One possibility is to use an inherently local noise-control 

term such as a Markov random field in the form of a Gibbs prior (Geman and Geman 

1984, Geman and McClure 1985, Hebert and Leahy 1989). A more thorough 

investigation into ways of modelling of the emission distribution in the form of a prior 

distribution is required, though, before ways of minimizing the noise-control term in 

parallel can be determined adequately. 

Finally, the speedups obtained by reconstructing the thyroid phantom in parallel on 

a ring topology were found to be nearly linear when up to about 24 transputers were 

used, with performance falling off slightly as the number of transputers increased to 54. 

The fall off in the speedups was attributed to serial computation and communication 

bottlenecks that occurred when each sum (Hfn+1); was computed. Implementation of 

the algorithms on a mesh-connected array with a broadcast mode of communication, 

which will be available when TRIMM is fully operational, may help to reduce these 

bottlenecks. Several groups of transputers could produce partial sums of each (Hf"+1 )j in 

parallel, and then the partial sums from the groups added sequentially to get the total 

*n+l 
(Hf )i for each i. While partial sums must still be added sequentially, implementation 

on the mesh-connected array instead of the ring topology would result in a reduced 

number of partial sums that must be added sequentially. Also, with the broadcast mode 

of communication, the host could broadcast the total (Hf "+1 )i for each i to all transputers 

simultaneously rather than sending the totals around a ring. Thus, the speedups obtained 

so far might easily be improved by changing the topology and communication scheme, in 

addition to increasing the number of processors. Implementation of ET reconstruction 

problems of various sizes on larger numbers of transputers in various topologies will help 

to define the speedup limitations of large-grain parallel computers such as TRIMM and 



allow for a more thorough investigation into the causes of these speedup limitations. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE KULLBACK-LEIBLER INFORMATION NUMBER 

The Kullback-Leibler information number (Bickel and Doksum 1977) is defined as 

I(0.»?)= [ In [p(x|0)/p(x|r?)] p(x|6) dx . (A.l) 
J-oo 

It can be shown as follows that 1(0,»?) is greater than or equal to zero. The argument of 

the natural logarithm in Eq. (A.l) can be rewritten as 

p(x|0)/p(x|f?) = [1 + (p(xto) - p(x|0))/p(x|0)]"1 

= (1 + q)"1 , (A.2) 

where q = (p(x|r?) - p(x|0))/p(x|0), so that 

In [p(x|0)/p(x|r?)] = - In (1 + q) . (A.3) 

Now for all q greater than -1, 

- In (1 + q) > - q . (A.4) 

The conditional expected value given 0 can be taken on both sides of Eq. (A.4) to give 
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I(M) ^ - | q p(x|0) dx , (A.5) 
-00 J-c 

where 

-oo poo poo 

q p(x|0) dx = p(x|i?) dx - p(x|0) dx = 0 . (A.6) 
J-00 J-00 J-00 

Thus, it can be seen from Eq.s (A.5) and (A.6) that 1(0, T)) is greater than or equal to zero. 



APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM FOR SERIAL IMPLEMENTATION 

/* rconstra.c */ 
/* Serial program to reconstruct a size N object, ROW rows by COL columns, */ 
/* from M data values. */ 
/* •/ 
/* Program compiled with Logical Systems C compiler. */ 
/* */ 
/* Program must be linked with a program containing the getnewf() function. */ 
,* •/ 
/* input file requirements: */ 
/* 1. h sparse matrix file that contains nonzero data for 1/4 of the matrix */ 
/* in binary format (program performs emulation to obtain entire */ 
/* sparse matrix). */ 
/* 2. g vector stored as float. */ 
/* 3. Initial f estimate stored as float row by row. */ 
/• v 
/* output files: */ 
/* Data is saved at user-specified intervals as follows, 'root' is the root */ 
/* filename for all files containing data from the current run. */ 
/* 1. root_pst.dat */ 
/* iter_done log likelihood */ 
/* */ 
/* V 
/* V 
/* 2. root_iter_done.dat At each interval the current estimate is stored */ 
/* as float row by row in a separate file designated by the number */ 
/* of iterations done. */ 
/* v 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "rconstra.h" 

sparmat h,*hPtr = &h; 
float gPtr[M],foldPtr[N],hfoldPtr[M]; 
int indxPtr[4 * N]; 

main() 
{ 

/* load vector g, sparse matrix h, and init vector f into transp memory */ 
loaddataQ; 



/* perform iterations */ 
iterat(); 

} 

/* 

loaddata() 
{ 

/* read g from file */ 
printf(" read g from file"); 
readg(); 

/* read h sparse matrix file and store in sparmat structure*/ 
printf(" read h from sparse matrix file"); 
readsparse(); 

/* create index matrix for emulation to generate entire h sparse matrix */ 
createindx(); 

/* calculate and store normalizing factor for each column */ 
colnormalizeO; 

/* initialize estimate of f */ 
printf(" read initial f from file"); 
initf(); 

} 

/* 

readg() 
{ 

FILE *fptr; 
char fname[12]; 
int i; 

printf(" enter vector filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname); 
if ((fptr = fopen(fname,"r")) == NULL) { 

printf(" readg: can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 

for (i = 0;i < M;i++) fscanf(fptr,"%r',&gPtr[i]); 
} 

/* 

readsparseO 
{ 

FILE *fptr; 



char fname[12]; 
int j,l,col; 

printf(" enter sparse matrix filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname); 
if ((fptr = fopen(fname,"rb")) = NULL) { 

printf(" readsparse: can't open file "); 
exit(l); 

} 

fread(&col,sizeof(int), 1 ,fptr); 

for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 
fread(&col,sizeof(int), 1 ,fptr); 
if (j != col) { 

printf(" readsparse: error in reading file (incorrect column)"); 
exit(l); 

} 
fread(&hPtr->nelem[j],sizeof(int),l,fptr); 

hPtr->nonzrPtr[j] = (unsigned char *)calloc(hPtr->nelem[j],sizeof(unsigned char)); 
if (hPtr->nonzrPtr[j] == NULL) { 

printf(H readsparse: unable to allocate memory for nonzrPtr[%d]",j); 
exit(l); 

} 
fread(hPtr->nonzrPtr[j],sizeof(unsigned char),hPtr->nelem[j],fptr); 

hPtr->valPtr[j] = (float *)calloc(hPtr->nelem[j],sizeof(float)); 
if (hPtr->valPtr[j] == NULL) { 

printfC readsparse: unable to allocate memory for valPtr[%d]",j); 
exit(l); 

} 
fread(hPtr->valPtr[j],sizeof( float),hPtr->nelem[j],fptr); 

} 

!* V 

createindxQ 
{ 

int j,x,y,l; 

for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 
indxPtrjj] = j; 
indxPtr(2 *N + j] = N- l-j; 

} 

1 = 0; 

for (x = 0;x < ROW;x++) { 
for (y = COL;y > 0;y~,l++) indxPtr[N + 1] = x + (COL * (y - 1)); 



} 

1 = 0; 
for (x = ROW;x > 0;x~) { 

for (y = 0;y < COL;y++,l++) indxPtr[3 * N + 1] = (x - 1) + (COL * y); 
} 

} 

/* 

colnormalizeO 
{ 

int j,x,l,curcol; 

for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 
hPtr->a[j] = 0.0; 
for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 

curcol = indxPtr[x * N + j]; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[curcol];l++) { 

hPtr->ajj] += hPtr->valPtr[curcol][l]; 
} 

} 
} 

/* 

initf() 
{ 

FILE *fptr; 
char fname[12]; 
int j; 

printf(" enter vector filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname); 
if ((fptr = fopen(fname,"r")) == NULL) { 

printf(" initf: can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 

for (j = 0;j < N;j++) fscanf(fptr,"%f',&foldPtr[j]); 
} 

/* 

iterat() 
{ 

int tot_iter,sav_intvl,iter_done = 0,n,m; 
double loglike; 
char fname_root[6],likefname[20]; 



FILE •likefPtr, 

/* enter iteration info */ 
printf(" enter total number of iterations to do: "); 
scanf("%d",&tot_iter); 
printf("enter iteration interval for saving data; "); 
scanf("%d",&sav__intvl); 
printf("enter data sequence root filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname_root); 

/* create likelihood data filename and open file */ 
strcpy(likefname,fname_root); 
strcat(likefname,"pst.dat"); 
if ((likefPtr = fopen(likefname,"w")) == NULL) { 

printf(" iterat can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 
fprintf(likefPtr,"%s: ",fname_root); 
fprintf(likefPtr,"_iter_done loglike_"); 

/* calculate initial hfold */ 
getnewhf(); 

/* main iteration loop */ 
/* perform iterations and at the end of each interval save data */ 
for (n = 0;n < (int)(tot_iter / sav_intvl);n++) { 

for (m = 0;m < sav_intvl;m++) { 
getnewf(hPtr,indxPtr,gPtr,foldPtr,hfoldPtr); 
getnewhf(); 

} 
iter_done += sav_intvl; 

savecur(fname_root,iter_done); 

like(&loglike); 
printf(M loglike = %e", loglike); 
fprintf(likefPtr," %3d %e ",iter_done,loglike); 

) 

I* 
getnewhf() 
{ 

int i,j,curcol,l,nzrow,x,currow; 

for (i = 0;i < M;i++) hfoldPtr[i] = 0.0; 
for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 

for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 
curcol = indxPtr[x * N + j]; 



for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[curcol];l++) { 
nzrow = (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[curcol][l]; 
currow = x * MPHY + nzrow; 
hfoldPtrfcurrow] += hPtr->valPtr(curcol][l] / hPtr->a|j] * foldPtrfj]; 

} 
} 

} 
} 

/* •/ 

savecur(char *fname_root,int iter_done) 
{ 

FILE *fptr; 
char fname[20],add[2]; 
int ones,tens,hundreds,j; 
float it,ih; 

/* create filename and open file for saving current fold */ 
ones = 48 + (int)(modff((iter_done/10.0),&it) * 10.1); 
tens = 48 + (int)(modff((it/10.0),&ih) * 10.1); 
hundreds = 48 + (int)ih; 
strcpy(fname,fname_root); 
add[0] = (char)hundreds; 
strcat(fname,add); 
add[0] = (char)tens; 
strcat(fname,add); 
add[0] = (char)ones; 
strcat(fname,add); 
strcat(fname,".dat"); 
printf(" %d iter done: ",iter_done); 
printf("current estimate will be saved under %s",fname); 

if ((fptr = fopen(fname,"w")) == NULL) { 
printf(" savecun can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 

/* save data */ 
for (j = 0;j < N;j++) fprintf(fptr,"°/of n,foldPtrjj]); 

} 

/* «/ 

like(double *loglikePtr) 
{ 

int i; 

*loglikePtr = 0.0; 
for (i = 0;i < M;i++) { 
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if (hfoldPtrfl) { 
*loglikePtr += gPtr[i] * log((double)hfoldPtr[i]) - hfoldPtrfi]; 

} 
} 

/«• */ 

I* */ 
/* ema.c */ 
/* getnewf() function for serial implementation of the EM algorithm for ML */ 
/* estimation. */ 
/• V 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "rconstra.h" 

getnewf(hPtr,indxPtr,gPtr,foldPtr,hfoldPtr) 
sparmat *hPtr; 
float *gPtr,*foldPtr,*hfoldPtr; 
int *indxPtr, 
{ 

int i,j,x,curcol,l,nzrow,currow; 
float sum,temp; 

/* change each pixel one at a time */ 
for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 

sum = 0.0; 
for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 

curcol = indxPtr[x * N + j]; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[curcol];l++) { 

nzrow = (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[curcol][l]; 
currow = x * MPHY + nzrow; 
temp = hPtr->valPtr[curcol][l] / hPtr->a[j]; 
sum += gPtr[currow] * temp / hfoldPtr[currow]; 

} 
} 
foldPtrfj] *= sum; 

} 
} 

/* V 

/• V 
/* mca.c */ 
/* getnewf() function for serial implementation of the Monte Carlo search */ 
/* for ML estimation. */ 
/* V 



#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conc.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "rconstra.h" 

#define GRAIN 500 
#define ACCEPT 303 
#define REDUCE 0.50 

float grain = GRAIN; 
int first_iter = 1; 

getnewf(hPtr,indxPtr,gPtr,foldPtr,hfoldPtr) 
sparmat *hPtr, 
float *gPtr,*foldPtr,*hfoldPtr; 
int *indxPtr; 
{ 

int seed,accept,j,x,curcol,l,nzrow,currow; 
float fem,temp,pert,newf,oldQterm.newQterm; 

/* initialize */ 
if (first_iter) { 

seed = 10 * _node_number; 
srand(seed); 
first_iter = 0; 

} 
accept = 0; 

/* change each pixel one at a time */ 
for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 

/* make a trial perturbation */ 
pert = frandf(); 
if (pert > 0.5) newf = foldPtr|j] + grain; 
else newf = foldPtrfj] - grain; 

/* calculate change in Q term that pixel j affects and accept */ 
/* or reject perturbation */ 
if (newf >= 0.0) { 

fem = 0.0; 
for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 

curcol = indxPtr[x * N + j]; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[curcol];l++) { 

nzrow = (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[curcol][l]; 
currow = x * MPHY + nzrow; 
temp = hPtr->valPtr[curcol][l] / hPtr->aJj]; 
fem += gPtr[currow] * temp / hfoldPtrfcurrow]; 

} 
} 
fem *= foldPtrfj]; 
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if (foldPtrfj]) oldQterm = fem * log((double)foldPtr[j]) - foldPtr[j]; 
else oldQterm = 0.0; 
if (newf) newQterm = fem * log((double)newf) - newf; 
else newQterm = 0.0; 
if (newQterm > oldQterm) { 

foldPtr[j] = newf; 
accept++; 

} 
} 

} 

/* reduce grain size if necessary */ 
if (accept < ACCEPT) { 

grain *= REDUCE; 
} 

} 

/«• •/ 

/• V 
/* rconstra.h */ 
/* Header file for rconstra.c */ 
/* •/ 

#define M 1024 /* number of data values */ 
#define N 3025 /* size of object */ 
#define MPHY 256 /* number of physical detectors */ 
#define ROW 55 /* number of rows in object */ 
#define COL 55 /* number of columns in object */ 

/* structure for storing nonzero data for 1/4 matrix */ 
typedef struct { 

int nelem[N]; /* number of nonzero elements in ea col */ 
unsigned char *nonzrPtr[N]; /* ptrs to vectors of nonzero row numbers */ 
float *valPtr[N]; /* ptrs to vectors of nonzero values */ 
float a[N]; /* normalizing factor for each total col */ 

} sparmat; 

/• V 
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APPENDIX C 

PROGRAM FOR PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION 

/* rconroot.c */ 
/* Root transputer program to reconstruct a size N object, ROW rows by COL */ 
/* columns, from M data values. */ 
/* */ 
/* transputer topology; */ 
f* T transputers connected in a ring. Communication between ring transputers */ 
/* and host is done via the root transputer, which is connected to both the host */ 
/* and node 2 of the ring. */ 
/• */ 

/* Program compiled with Logical Systems C compiler. */ 
r */ 
/* input file requirements: */ 
/* 1. h sparse matrix file that contains nonzero data for 1/4 of the matrix */ 
/* in binary format (program performs emulation to obtain entire */ 
/* sparse matrix). */ 
/* 2. g vector stored as float. */ 
/* 3. Initial f estimate stored as float row by row. */ 
/* */ 
/* output files: */ 
/* Data is saved at user-specified intervals as follows, 'root' is the root */ 
/* filename for all files containing data from the current run. */ 
/* 1. root_pst.dat */ 
/* iter_done log likelihood */ 
/* */  I* */ r */ 
/* 2. root_iter_done.dat At each interval the current estimate is stored */ 
/* as float row by row in a separate file designated by the number */ 
/* of iterations done. */ 
,* */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conc.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "rconroot.h" 

Channel *sec_chan_in = LINK2IN,*sec_chan_out = LINK20UT; 
sparmat h,*hPtr = &h; 
float gPtrlM],checksum = 0.0,sum = 0.0,*colvalPtr,foldPtr[N],hfoldPtr[M]; 
float foldsubPtrtTPN]; 



int indxPtr[4 * N],check = O.colnelem; 
unsigned char *colnonzrPtr; 

main() 
{ 

/* load vector g, sparse matrix h, and init vector f into transp network */ 
loaddata(); 

/•perform iterations */ 
iterat(); 

} 

!* •/ 

loaddataQ 
{ 

/* read g from file and load into network */ 
printf(" read g from file"); 
loadg(); 

/* read h sparse matrix file and store in sparmat structure */ 
printf(" read h from sparse matrix file"); 
readsparseO; 

/* create index matrix for emulation to generate entire h sparse matrix */ 
createindx(); 

/* create and normalize entire h matrix and load into network */ 
loadh(); 

/* read initial f from file and load into network */ 
printf(" read initial f from file"); 
initf(); 

) 

/* v 

loadgO 
{ 

FILE •fPtr, 
char fname[20]; 
int i; 

printf(" enter vector filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname); 
if ((fPtr = fopen(fname,"r")) == NULL) { 

printf(" loadg: can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 
for (i = 0;i < M;i++) { 



fscanf(fPtr,"%f\&gPtr{i]); 
sum += gPtr[i]; 

} 

printf("loading vector g into network"); 
ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)gPtr,(4 * M)); 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
if (checksum == sum) { 

printf(N done loading vector g into network"); 
} else { 

printf(" loadg: error in loading vector g into network"); 
exit(l); 

} 
checksum = 0.0; 
sum = 0.0; 

} 

I* */ 

readsparseO 
{ 

FILE •fPtr; 
char fname[12]; 
int j.l.col; 

printf(" enter sparse matrix filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname); 
if ((fPtr = fopen(fname,"rb")) == NULL) { 

printf(H readsparse: can't open file "); 
exit(l); 

} 

fread(&col,sizeof(int), 1 ,fPtr); 

for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 
fread(&col,sizeof(int), 1 ,fPtr); 
if (j != col) { 

printf(" readsparse: error in reading file (incorrect column)"); 
exit(l); 

} 
fread(&hPtr->nelem[j],sizeof(int), 1 ,fPtr); 

hPtr->nonzrPtr[j] = (unsigned char *)calloc(hPtr->nelem[j],sizeof(unsigned char)); 
if (hPtr->nonzrPtr{j] == NULL) { 

printf(" readsparse: unable to allocate memory for nonzrPtr[%d]",j); 
exit(l); 

} 
fread(hPtr->nonzrPtr[j],sizeof(unsigned char),hPtr->nelem[j],fPtr); 

hPtr->valPtrfj] = (float *)calloc(hPtr->nelem[j],sizeof(float)); 



if (hPtr->valPtr[j] == NULL) { 
printf(" readsparse: unable to allocate memory for valPtr[%df,j); 
exit(l); 

} 
fread(hPtr->valPtr(j],sizeof(float),hPtr->nelem[j],fPtr); 

} 
} 

r 
createindx() 
{ 

int j,x,y,l; 

for (j = 0;j < N;j++) { 
indxPtr[j] = j; 
indxPtr[2 *N + j] = N- l-j; 

} 

1 = 0; 
for (x = 0;x < ROW;x++) { 

for (y = COL;y > 0;y~,l++) indxPtr[N + 1] = x + (COL * (y - 1)); 
} 

1 = 0; 
for (x = ROW;x > 0;x~) { 

for (y = 0;y < COL;y++,l++) indxPtr[3 * N + 1] = (x - 1) + (COL * y); 
} 

} 

/* 

loadh() 
{ 

int node,colstart,colend,j,n,heapcount,l; 

printf(Mloading entire sparse matrix h into network"); 
printf(" _node_ _start_ _end_ _heapcount_"); 
for (node = (T + l);node > l;node~) { 

/* send number of node currently being loaded around ring */ 
ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,node); 
check = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan__in); 
if (check != node) { 

printf(" loadh: error in loading node number"); 
exit(l); 

) 
check = 0; 

/* create and send out entire col for all col in current node subset */ 
heapcount= 0; 



cols tart = (node - 1) * (TPN - 1); 
colend = colstart - (TPN - 1) + 1; 
if (node == 2) colend = 0; 
for (j = colstart;j >= colend;j—) { 

createntircol(j); 

ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,colnelem); 
for (n = 0;n < (node - l);n++) { 

check = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan_in); 
if (check > 1) { 

printf(" loadh: node %d unable to allocate memory for col %d",check,j); 
exit(l); 

} 
if (Icheck) { 

printf(" loadh: error in loading colnelem for col %d",j); 
exit( 1); 

} 
check = 0; 

} 

ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)colnonzrPtr,colnelem); 
for (1 = 0;1 < colnelem;l++) sum += colnonzrPtr[l]; 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
if (checksum != sum) { 

printf(" loadh: error in loading nonzr vector for col %d",j); 
exit(l); 

} 
checksum = 0.0; 
sum = 0.0; 

ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)colvalPtr,(4 * colnelem)); 
for (1 = 0;1 < colnelem;l++) sum += colvalPtrtl]; 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
if (checksum != sum) { 

printf(" loadh: error in loading val vector for col %d",j); 
exit(l); 

} 
checksum = 0.0; 
sum = 0.0; 

heapcount += (5 * colnelem); 
} 
printf(" %d %4d %4d %7dH,node,colend,colstart,heapcount); 

} 
printfC done loading entire sparse matrix h into network"); 

/* V 

createntircol(int j) 



{ 
int x,curcol,l,i,nzrow; 
float a; 

/* determine number of nonzero elements in column j of entire matrix */ 
colnelem = 0; 
for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 

curcol = indxPtrfx * N + j]; 
colnelem += hPtr->nelem[curcol]; 

} 

/* allocate memory for matrix values in column j of entire matrix */ 
if (j < (N - 1)) free(colnonzrPtr); 
colnonzrPtr = (unsigned char *)calloc(colnelem,sizeof(unsigned char)); 
if (colnonzrPtr == NULL) { 

printf(" createntircol: unable to allocate memory for colnonzrPtr"); 
exit(l); 

) 
if (j < (N - 1)) free(colvalPtr); 
colvalPtr = (float *)calloc(colnelem,sizeof(float)); 
if (colvalPtr = NULL) { 

printf(" createntircol: unable to allocate memory for colvalPtr"); 
exit(l); 

} 

/* calculate normalizing factor for column j of entire matrix */ 
a = 0.0; 
for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 

curcol « indxPtrfx * N + j]; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->neIem[curcol];l++) a += hPtr->valPtr[curcol][l]; 

} 

/* temporarily store each nonzero element in column j of entire matrix */ 
i = 0; 
for (x = 0;x < 4;x++) { 

curcol = indxPtr[x * N + j]; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[curcol];l++,i++) { 

nzrow = (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[curcol][l]; 
colnonzrPtifi] = (unsigned char)nzrow; 
colvalPtr[i] = (hPtr->valPtr[curcol][l] / a); 

) 
) 

} 

/* 

initf() 
{ 

FILE *fPtr; 
char fname[20]; 



int j,node,jstart,jend,k,kstart; 

printf(" enter vector filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname); 
if ((fPtr = fopen(fname,V)) = NULL) { 

printf(" initf: can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 
for (j = 0;j < N;j++) fscanf(fPtr,"%f",&foldPtr[j]); 

printf("loading vector init f into network"); 
for (node = (T + l);node > l;node—) { 

/* send number of node currently being loaded around ring */ 
ChanOutInt(sec__chan_out,node); 
check = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan_in); 
if (check != node) { 

printf(" loadh: error in loading node number"); 
exit(l); 

} 
check = 0; 

/* create and send out current node subset of fold */ 
jend = (node - 1) * (TPN - 1); 
jstart = jend - TPN + 2; 
if (node = 2) { 

jstart = 0; 
kstart = 0; 

} else { 
kstart = 1; 
foldsubPtr[0] = 0.0; 

} 
for (j = jstart,k = kstart;k < TPN;j++,k++) foldsubPtrfk] = foldPtr[j]; 

ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)foldsubPtr,(4 * TPN)); 
for (k = 0;k < TPN;k++) sum += foldsubPtr[k]; 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
if (checksum != sum) { 

printf(" initf: error in loading subset of fold for node %d",node); 
exit(l); 

} 
checksum = 0.0; 
sum = 0.0; 

} 
printf(" done loading vector init f into network"); 

/*-— 

% 

iterat() 
{ 



int tot_iter,sav_intvl,iter_done = 0,n,m,node,j,jstart,jend,k,kstart; 
double loglike; 
char fname_root[6],likefname[20]; 
FILE •likefPtr, 

/* enter iteration info */ 
printf(" enter total number of iterations to do: "); 
scanf("%d",&tot_iter); 
printf("enter iteration interval for saving data: "); 
scanf("%d",&sav_intvl); 
printf("enter data sequence root filename: "); 
scanf("%s",fname_root); 

/* create likelihood data filename and open file */ 
strcpy(likefname,fname__root); 
strcat(likefname,"pst.dat"); 
if ((likefPtr = fopen(likefname,"w")) == NULL) { 

printf(" iterat can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

) 
fprintf(likefPtr,"%s: ",fname_root); 
fprintf(likefPtr,"_iter_done_ _loglike_"); 

/* send iteration interval for saving data around ring */ 
ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,sav_intvl); 
check = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan__in); 
if (check != sav_intvl) { 

printf(" iterat error in loading iteration interval"); 
exit(l); 

} 
check = 0; 

/* at end of each interval collect and save data */ 
for (n = 0;n < (int)(tot_iter / sav_intvl);n++) { 

for (m = 0;m < T;m++) { 
node = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan_in); 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)foldsubPtr,(4 * TPN)); 
jend = (node - 1) * (TPN - 1); 
jstart = jend - TPN + 2; 
if (node == 2) { 

jstart = 0; 
kstart = 0; 

) else kstart = 1; 
for (j = jstart,k = kstart;k < TPN;j++,k++) foldPtr[j] = foldsubPtr[k]; 

) 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)hfoldPtr,(4 * M)); 
iter_done += sav_intvl; 

savecur(fname_root,iter_done); 
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like(&loglike); 
printf(" loglike = %e",loglike); 
fprintf(likefPtr," %3d %e",iter_done, loglike); 

) 

/* V 

savecur(char *fname__root,int iter_done) 
{ 

FILE *fptr; 
char fname[20],add[2]; 
int ones,tens,hundreds,j; 
float it.ih; 

/* create filename and open file for saving current fold */ 
ones = 48 + (int)(modff((iter_done/10.0),&it) * 10.1); 
tens = 48 + (int)(modff((it/10.0),&ih) * 10.1); 
hundreds = 48 + (int)ih; 
strcpy(fname,fname_root); 
add[0] = (char)hundreds; 
strcat(fname,add); 
add[0] = (char)tens; 
strcat(fname,add); 
add[0] = (char)ones; 
strcat(fname,add); 
strcat(fname,".dat"); 
printf(" %d iter done: \iter_done); 
printfC'current estimate will be saved under %s",fname); 

if ((fptr = fopen(fname,"w")) == NULL) { 
printf(" savecur. can't open file"); 
exit(l); 

} 

/* save data */ 
for (j = 0;j < N;j++) fprintf(fptr,"%f n,foldPtr[j]); 

} 

/• V 

like(double *loglikePtr) 
{ 

int i; 

*loglikePtr = 0.0; 
for (i = 0;i < M;i++) { 

if (hfoldPtr[i]) { 
*loglikePtr += gPtr[i] * log((double)hfoldPtr[i]) - hfoldPtr[i]; 

} 
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} 
} 

/* V 

/* V 
/* rconring.c */ 
/* Ring transputer program to reconstruct a size N object, ROW rows by COL */ 
/* columns, from M data values. This program is loaded into all ring */ 
/* transputers. */ 
/* */ 
/* Program must be linked with a program containing the getnewf() function. */ 
/* V 

#include <conc.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "rconring.h" 

Channel *sec_chan_in,*sec_chan_out,*aux_chan_in,*aux_chan_out; 
sparmat h,*hPtr = &h; 
float checksum = 0.0,gPtr[M],foldPtr[TPN],hfoldPtr[M],passfoldPtr[TPN]; 
int check = 0; 

main() 
{ 

/* load vector g, sparse matrix h, and init vector f into local memory */ 
loaddata(); 

/* perform iterations */ 
iterat(); 

} 

/• V 

loaddataO 
{ 

/* set up channels to hardware links for loading data */ 
links(); 

/* load vector g into local memory */ 
loadg(); 

/* load transputer subset of entire h matrix into local sparmat structure */ 
loadh(); 

/* load initial f into local memory */ 
initf(); 

} 

/* V 
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links() 
{ 

if (_boot_chan_in = LINKOIN) { 
sec_chan_in = LINK3IN; 
sec_chan_out = LINK30UT; 

} else { 
sec_chan_in = LINKOIN; 
sec_chan_out = LINKOOUT; 

} 
if (_node_number = (T + 1)) { 

sec_chan_in = LINK2IN; 
sec_chan_out = LINK20UT; 

} 
if (_node_number == 2) { 

aux_chan_in = LINK2IN; 
aux_chan_out = LINK20UT; 

} 
} 

f •/ 

loadgO 
{ 

int i; 

ChanIn(_boot_chan_in,(char *)gPtr,(4 * M)); 
if (_node_number < (T + 1)) ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)gPtr,(4 * M)); 
else { 

for (i = 0;i < M;i++) checksum += gPtr[i]; 
ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

} 
if (_node_number == 2) { 

Chanln(aux_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

} 
} 

/* v 

loadh() 
{ 

int n,node,inpath,k,end,m,l; 

for (n = (T + l);n > l;n—) { 
/* send number of node currently being loaded around ring */ 
node = ChanInInt(_boot_chan_in); 
ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,node); 
if (_node_number = 2) { 
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check = Chanlnlnt(aux_chan_in); 
ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out,check); 
check = 0; 

} 

/* send all col in current node subset thru all transp in ring before */ 
/* current node to current node */ 
inpath = node - __node_number; 
if (inpath >= 0) { 

if (node = 2) end = 0; 
else end = 1; 
for (k = (TPN - l);k >= end;k--) { 

hPtr->nelem[k] = ChanInInt(_boot_chan_in); 
if (_node_number < node) ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,hPtr->nelem[k]); 
hPtr->nonzrPtr[k] = (unsigned char *)calloc(hPtr->nelem[k],sizeof(unsigned 

char)); 
hPtr->valPtr[k] = (float *)calloc(hPtr->nelem[k],sizeof(float)); 
if ((hPtr->nonzrPtr[k] == NULL) || (hPtr->valPtr[k] == NULL)) check = 

_node_number; 
else check = 1; 
ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out,check); 
check = 0; 
if (inpath) { 

for (m = 0;m < (node - _node_number);m++) { 
check = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan__in); 
ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out, check); 
check = 0; 

) 
) 

ChanIn(_boot_chan_in,(char *)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k],hPtr->nelem[k]); 
if (_node_number < node) { 

ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k],hPtr->nelem[k]); 
free(hPtr->nonzrPtr[k]); 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

) else { 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[k];l++) checksum += hPtr->nonzrPtr[k][l]; 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

) 

ChanIn(_boot_chan_in,(char *)hPtr->valPtr[k],(4 * hPtr->nelem[k])); 
if (_node__number < node) { 

ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)hPtr->valPtr[k],(4 * hPtr->nelem[k])); 
free(hPtr->valPtr[k]); 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 



} else { 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem(k];l++) checksum += hPtr->valPtr[k][l]; 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

} 

initf() 
{ 

int n,node,inpath,k; 

for (n = (T + l);n > l;n~) { 
/* send number of node currently being loaded around ring */ 
node = ChanInInt(_boot_chan_in); 
ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,node); 
if (_node_number = 2) { 

check = Chanlnlnt(aux__chan_in); 
ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out,check); 
check = 0; 

} 

/* send current node subset of fold thru all transp in ring before */ 
/* current node to current node */ 
inpath = node - _node_number; 
if (inpath >= 0) { 

ChanIn(_boot_chan_in,(char *)foldPtr,(4 * TPN)); 
if (_node_number < node) { 

ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)foldPtr,(4 * TPN)); 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)&checksum,4); 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

} else { 
for (k = 0;k < TPN;k++) checksum += foldPtr[k]; 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)&checksum,4); 
checksum = 0.0; 

} 
} 

} 

/• v 

iterat() 
{ 

int sav_intvl,iter_done = 0,m; 



/* send interation interval for saving data around ring */ 
sav_intvl = ChanInInt(_boot_chan_in); 
ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,sav_intvl); 
if (_node_number = 2) { 

check = Chanlnlnt(aux_chan_in); 
ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out,check); 
check = 0; 

} 

/* calculate local partial sums of initial hfold, add partial sums, and send 
/* totals around ring */ 
getnewhf(); 

/* main iteration loop */ 
for (;;) { 

getnewf(hPtr,gPtr,foldPtr,hfoldPtr,sec_chan_out,aux_chan_in); 
getnewhf(); 
iter_done++; 
if (iter_done == sav_intvl) { 

ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out,_node_number); 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)foldPtr,(4 * TPN)); 
if (_node_number < (T + 1)) { 

for (m = 0;m < ((T + 1) - _node_number);m++) { 
check = Chanlnlnt(sec_chan__in); 
ChanOutInt(_boot_chan_out,check); 
check = 0; 
Chanln(sec_chan_in,(char *)passfoldPtr,(4 * TPN)); 
ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)passfoldPtr,(4 * TPN)); 

} 
} 
if (_node_number == 2) ChanOut(_boot_chan_out,(char *)hfoldPtr,(4 * M)) 
iter_done = 0; 

} 
} 

} 

/* V 

getnewhf() 
{ 

int i,k,kstart,l,nzrow,rowx,currow; 
float parthf; 

/* calculate local partial sums of hfold */ 
if (_node_number == 2) kstart = 0; 
else kstart = 1; 
for (i = 0;i < M;i++) hfoldPtrti] = 0.0; 
for (k = kstart;k < TPN;k++) { 

rowx = 0; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[k];l++) { 



nzrow =» (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k][l]; 
if (1) C 

if (nzrow < (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k][l - 1]) rowx++; 
} 
currow = rowx * MPHY + nzrow; 
hfoldPtrfcurrow] += hPtr->valPtr[k][l] * foldPtr(k]; 

} 
} 

/* add partial sums together */ 
for (i = 0;i < M;i++) { 

if (_node_number != 3) { 
if (_node number > 2) ChanIn(_boot_chan in,(char *)&parthf,4); 
else Chanln(aux_chan_in,(char *)&parthf,4); 
hfoldPtrfi] += parthf; 

} 
if (_node_number > 2) ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)&hfoldPtr[i],4); 

} 

/* send totals around ring */ 
if (_node_number > 2) ChanIn(_boot_chan_in,(char *)hfoldPtr,(4 * M)); 
if (_node_number < (T + 1)) ChanOut(sec_chan_out,(char *)hfoldPtr,(4 * M)); 

} 

/* v 

/* V 
/* emring.c */ 
/* getnewf() function for parallel implementation of the EM algorithm for ML */ 
/* estimation. */ 
/• V 

#include <conc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "rconring.h" 

getnewf(hPtr,gPtr,foldPtr,hfoldPtr,sec_chan_out,aux_chan_in) 
sparmat *hPtr; 
float *gPtr,*foldPtr,*hfoldPtr; 
Channel *sec_chan_out,*aux_chan__in; 
{ 

int k.kstart,rowx,1,nzrow,currow; 
float sum; 

if (_node_number == 2) kstart = 0; 
else kstart = 1; 
for (k = kstart;k < TPN;k++) { 

rowx = 0; 
sum = 0.0; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[k];l++) { 



} 
} 

/*-

/*-

/* mcring.c 
/* getnewf() function for parallel implementation of the Monte Carlo search for 
/* ML estimation. 
/* 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "rconring.h" 

#define GRAIN 500 
#define ACCEPT 303 
#define REDUCE 0.50 

float grain = GRAIN; 
int first_iter = l,reduce_flag = 0; 

getnewf(hPtr,gPtr,foldPtr,hfoldPtr,sec_chan_out,aux_chan_in) 
sparmat *hPtr; 
float *gPtr,*foldPtr,*hfoldPtr; 
Channel *sec_chan_out,*aux__chan_in; 
{ 

int seed,accept,k,kstart,rowx,l,nzrow,currow; 
float fem,pert,newf,oldQterm,newQterm;; 

/* reduce grain size if small no. accept pert last iteration */ 
if (_node_number > 2) reduce_flag = ChanInInt(_boot_chan_in); 
if (_node_number < (T + 1)) ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,reduce_flag); 
if (reduce_flag) grain *= REDUCE; 
reduce_flag = 0; 

/* initialize */ 
if (first_iter) { 

seed = 10 * _node_number; 
srand(seed); 
first_iter = 0; 

nzrow = (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k][l]; 
i f ( l ){  

if (nzrow < (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k][l - 1]) rowx++; 
} 
currow = rowx * MPHY + nzrow; 
sum += gPtr[currow] * hPtr->valPtr[k][l] / hfoldPtr[currow]; 

} 
foldPtr[k] *= sum; 
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} 
accept = 0; 

/* change each pixel one at a time */ 
if (_node_number == 2) kstart = 0; 
else kstart = 1; 
for (k = kstart;k < TPN;k++) { 

/* make a trial perturbation */ 
pert = frandf(); 
if (pert > .5) newf = foldPtr[k] + grain; 
else newf = foldPtr[k] - grain; 

/* calculate change in Q term that pixel k affects and accept or */ 
/* reject perturbation */ 
if (newf >= 0.0) { 

rowx = 0; 
fern = 0.0; 
for (1 = 0;1 < hPtr->nelem[k];l++) { 

nzrow = (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr{k][l]; 
if (1) { 

if (nzrow < (int)hPtr->nonzrPtr[k][l - 1]) rowx++; 
} 
currow = rowx * MPHY + nzrow; 
fem += gPtr[currow] * hPtr->valPtr[k][l] / hfoldPtr[currow]; 

} 
fem *= foldPtr[k]; 

if (foldPtr[k]) oldQterm = fem * log((double)foldPtr[k]) - foldPtr[k]; 
else oldQterm = 0.0; 
if (newf) newQterm = fem * log((double)newf) - newf; 
else newQterm = 0.0; 
if (newQterm > oldQterm) { 

foldPtr[k] = newf; 
accept++; 

} 
} 

/* find total no. of accepted pert and set up reduce_flag for next iter */ 
if (_node_number != 3) { 

if (_node_number > 2) accept += ChanInInt(_boot_chan_in); 
else accept += Chanlnlnt(aux_chan_in); 

} 
if (_node_number > 2) ChanOutInt(sec_chan_out,accept); 
else { 

if (accept < ACCEPT) reduce_flag = 1; 
} 

} 

/* */ 



I* */ 
/* rconroot.h */ 
/* Header file for rconroot.c */ 
/* */ 

#define M 1024 /* number of data values */ 
#define N 3025 /* size of object */ 
#define MPHY 256 /* number of physical detectors */ 
#define ROW 55 /* number of rows in object */ 
#define COL 55 /* number of columns in object */ 
#define T 54 /* number of transputers in ring */ 
#define TPN 57 /* maximum number of pixels per transp */ 

/* structure for storing nonzero data for 1/4 matrix */ 
typedef struct { 

int nelem[N]; /* number of nonzero elements in ea col */ 
unsigned char *nonzrPtr[N]; /* ptrs to vectors of nonzero row numbers */ 
float *valPtr[N]; /* ptrs to vectors of nonzero values */ 

} sparmat; 

/* V 

/* */ 
/* rconring.h */ 
/* Header file for rconring.c */ 
/* •/ 

#define M 1024 /* number of data values */ 
#define N 3025 /* size of object */ 
#define MPHY 256 /* number of physical detectors */ 
#define T 54 /* number of transputers in ring */ 
#define TPN 57 /* maximum number of pixels per transp */ 

/* structure for storing normalized nonzero data in transputer subset of */ 
/* entire matrix */ 
typedef struct { 

int nelem[TPN]; /* number of nonzero elements in ea col */ 
unsigned char *nonzrPtr[TPN]; /* ptrs to vectors of nonzero row numbers */ 
float *valPtr[TPN]; /* ptrs to vectors of nonzero values */ 

} sparmat; 

/* V 
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